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OPENING RECEPTION
8 December, 2016
18:30 Onward
-
Opening performance by 
Himali Singh Soin with Niranjani Iyer at 20:00
-
The performance continues on 
December 10, 17 and January 11 at 17:00
- 
Sahej Rahal will perform on December 10 at 17:00 



ThINkING lIkE aN IslaNd 
                   

We think like an island. We are both our bodies and the water that we 
resist. 
We are made from an explosion and also an erosion. We are delusional. 
We die and every time, our souls rise up with a little more clarity. 
We wake up to take the oblique journey back to the shore. 
We are deserted in the world’s noisy grief 
and still, we are the stillness. We are not the bomb in Baghdad, 
not even the omelet station on a Sunday. 
We are the finite area and the infinite perimeter. We are opposite like that. 
A half-life of love mixed with time running out, 
trying always to give it word so it stays — 
Trying always to stay — far enough from its radiation so it never withers 
like the cornerstone of Kaaba is withering from the multitude of 
kisses lain upon it. To think like an island 
To grip the magnitude of flood.

- Himali Singh Soin, 2016 



FROZEN WORLD OF THE 
FAMILIAR STRANGER 

What does it mean to be embodied within the city? To live, 
work, and die in an urban environment is to enter into a 
silent contract with the city’s other inhabitants. It is effective 
the moment we step into the urban sphere, and has no 
expiration date.

For all the possibilities that cities offer, our repeated pathways 
of transit through them inadvertently encourages ritualistic 
behavior. As we perform our daily routine, we pass by others 
who are doing the same: who cross the same intersection 
at the same time we do every morning, who eat lunch at 
the same park as us every afternoon, and who find solace 
watching the moon rise from the same corner as we do. Over 
time our relationship to these people grows into recognition 
and mutual understanding of an unspoken distance. Whether 
consciously or unconsciously, we pay attention to how their 
patterns intersect and synchronize with our own. We also 
notice when their patterns break; when there is a rupture in 
the fabric of everyday routine.

The invisible contract proposes - hypothetically -  that 
despite a sense of uncanny familiarity, there is no need to 
acknowledge or communicate with these distant companions.  
The arrangement isn’t necessarily hostile or unfriendly, 
we simply agree to maintain a certain level of respectful 
anonymity.
 
This social division between city dwellers has become an 
essential aspect of urban life. All individuals in large cities 
are offered this possibility of anonymity and must regard 
the question of engaging with the city’s other inhabitants 
as a luxury, a burden, or most likely: a combination of the 
two. Inevitably to protect our own sanity, we are steadfast 
in defending our personal space and private time. In certain 
instances, we may even delight in the voyeuristic imagining 
of an unknown stranger’s life, yet we prefer to maintain a 
speculative distance. To keep the familiar estranged. 
Social psychologist Stanley Milgram first identified and 
articulated this phenomena in his 1972 essay “The Familiar 
Stranger: An Aspect of Urban Anonymity,” and later in 
“Frozen World of the Familiar Stranger,” 1974, from which 
this exhibition draws its title. Milgram’s Familiar Strangers 
are those who aren’t completely unknown to us, yet aren’t 
known enough to be considered acquaintances. They occupy 
a liminal space of recognition, surrounding us constantly, 
constructing our perception of social culture in the cities we 
call home. As Milgram defines it, 

“Nothing is more characteristic of urban life than 
the fact that we often gain extreme familiarity with 
the faces of a number of persons, yet never interact 
with them…The faces and the people are treated as 
part of the environment, equivalent to the scenery, 

rather than persons with whom one talks, exchanges 
greetings.”



The particular tension that Milgram perceived in this situation 
became the basis for his iconic study on human behavior, 
conducted as a test of the ability of NYC commuters to 
recognize their fellow co-passengers at a popular New York 
transit station. 
 
While relatively harmless on the surface, it’s important to 
note that the Familiar Stranger theory is also bound up with 
capitalist measures of time, progress, productivity, efficiency, 
and coexistence that are contingent on this social contract. 
If we accept the city to be a site in constant flux, then 
the construction and destruction of its built environment 
signals a prevailing circumstance in which it, and we, are 
subject to a cyclical process of decay and renewal. Elements 
of this condition are characterized by the stabilizing 
ambitions of modernization, and the brutal acceleration of 
global capitalism, which reveal a complex tension between 
permanence and contingency. Every city contains variants 
of this tension, while also remaining bound to a particular 
history, culture, geography, economy, and memory that 
inform their own urban core.
 
Drawing from the experience of occupying two particular, and 
seemingly dislocated cities of New Delhi and San Francisco, 
Frozen World of the Familiar Stranger reflects upon the 
uncanny sensation of the ultra-modern global megalopolis, 
and the increasing sense of alienation we encounter in 
our flattening world. We build upon Milgram’s theories to 
consider and critique urban apocalyptic symptoms: physical, 
environmental, behavioral, psychological, and especially 
social. The selected works of art explore themes of isolation, 
confinement, and decay, while equally allowing room for 
transience and the construction of fantasy around truth.
 
Like a city, an exhibition offers possibilities of encounter 
with its other inhabitants. To some extent, we might view 

the artists in this exhibition as Familiar Strangers, and they 
might also experience each other this way, their works 
standing in as surrogates of their personas, inhabiting the 
same physical space but unable to speak with one another. 
Because of certain commonalities in subject matter, several 
of these artists may have been shown together before, their 
works traversing parallel pathways of art world at the same 
time, and yet, how many of them have met and actually 
engaged in conversation with one another? The artworks 
on view challenge us to ask what it means to inhabit a city, 
an exhibition, a planet, both alone and together, offering 
another way of thinking about meaningful ways of 
connecting with one another as cities continue to grow, 
expand, and dominate the literal and cultural sphere. 
 
Frozen World of the Familiar Stranger therefore offers an 
almost satirical point of view on the human condition 
and what it means to be alive– in the present, and in the 
constructed future. Its artists express a range of anxieties 
and discomforts that accompany the sensation of being 
present in the constantly collapsing and regenerating 
physical and social spaces of our urban environments.

- Heidi Rabben and Sitara Chowfla 





CaO FEI (b. 1978, China) 
-
La Town 
2014

 

Cao Fei is one of the most influential figures from the 
generation of Chinese artists that emerged on the global 
scene in the last decade. Her work vividly reflects the changes 
in image production, lifestyle, culture, and identity in relation 
to globalization. Inspired by specific forms of Asian pop 
culture and new technology, Fei’s large body of work covers 
a wide variety of media–from performance, photography, 
video, and installation, to the internet, social engagement, 
and activism. By collapsing the extremely mundane and the 
fantastical into one, the artist attempts to vividly underscore 
the interior and exterior worlds of global, digital citizens 
navigating extreme change. 

La Town places us in the midst of an envisaged, incipient, 
either recently past or impending catastrophe. Using tiny 
models, the artist creates a world suspended somewhere 
between reality and dystopia, a ‘world community’ in 
miniature, where a happy coexistence is no more than 
a promise, a brief interlude in the unrelenting tide of a 
violent, destructive history. Overlaid with a French existential 
narrative, La Town poses serious questions about the future of 
humanity, isolation, and connectivity in a city that is at once 
no city and every city.



Cao Fei, La Town, 2014, Single channel video with sound, 41:56 min



FaRIdEh lashaI (b. 1944, Iran - d. 2003) 
-
Keep your Stomach Empty; That you Mayest Behold Therein 
the Light of Interior (Sani-ol-Molk)
2010

 

Throughout her distinguished and expansive career that 
spanned over five decades, Farideh Lashai  consistently 
experimented with diverse devices. While painting and 
visual arts were her primary practices, it was the lyricism 
that reigned as a defining characteristic to her works. Lashai 
applied animation in particular as a division that set apart the 
temporal and spatial layers of her artistic vision. Constantly 
changing between the imagined and the real, her painted 
works form a set for spectacles to be performed against–
where humorous sarcastic stories are politicized, where love 
stories or historical narratives unfold–fading away as quickly 
as they appeared and leaving behind the silent, but charged 
paintings. 

 

Inspired by a 19th century painting by the legendary Iranian 
artist Sani-ol-Molk, Keep your Stomach Empty… symbolizes 
a  narrative of fear and of resistance, which are recurring 
themes in Lashai’s work, and life. In the painting, the grand 
Mullahs from Sani-ol-Molk’s depictions come together at a 
feast, reading the Quran and saying their prayers. Suddenly, 
a rabbit appears within the scene wanting to nibble at 
their feast, and gets repeatedly shooed away as an animal 
intruding into their domain. Restored to life, the characters of 
the original painting symbolize decades of ideology, doctrine 
and militarism that seem to be rendered timeless. Holding the 
Quran in one hand, the Mullahs nonetheless hold the stick of 
oppression in the other.



Farideh Lashai, Keep your Stomach Empty; That you Mayest Behold Therein the Light of 
Interior (Sani-ol-Molk), 2012, Sound and Projected animation on painting, 4:30 min



hImalI sINGh sOIN (b. 1987, India) 
-
Radar Level
2016
-
Right Side Up 
Poem
2012
-
Thinking like an Island
Poem
2016

 

Soin’s work is inspired by planetariness. She uses metaphors 
of deep outer space as a place of inferences, entanglements, 
deep voids, debris, delays, irrational law, alienation and 
infinite mystery. Navigating alien distances and earthly 
intimacy, she explores ideas of nativism, nationality, love 
across borders, communication and cultural flight. 

Radar Level is set in the world’s last geological minutes, in 
two ancient landscapes. One in the northern hemisphere in 
Mongolia at the site of the first dinosaur fossil excavation and 
the other beneath the southern constellation of Nambia, on 
its old waters. The split projection reverses between desert 
and water. Dissolving in these images are found photographs 
of humans in spacesuits before the space age, gearing up 
for the end of life, for a distant voyage, for protection or for 
colonial imitation. Just as the title itself is a palindrome, here, 
the extinction of the past looks like the extinction of the 
future. The sound is a combination of dinosaur sounds and 
outer space vibrations, both anterior to human existence, 
yet only known through anthropocentric, technological re-
imaginings. Himali Singh Soin, Radar Level, 2016, HD video and performance, 11:11 min looped



hO Tzu NyEN (b. 1976, Singapore) 
-
The Cloud of Unknowing
2011

 

Drawing from historical events, documentary footage, art 
history, music videos, and mythical stories, Ho Tzu Nyen’s films 
investigate the construction of history, the narrative of myth, 
and the plurality of identities. The artist often collaborates 
with theater professionals, and the lighting in his films 
is meticulously orchestrated, resulting in highly aesthetic 
compositions. The artist also practices painting, performance, 
and writing, exploring the many possible relationships 
between stills, painted images, and moving images. 

 

The Cloud of Unknowing is titled after a fourteenth century 
mystical treatise on faith, where the cloud is paradoxically a 
metaphor for both an impediment to, and reconciliation with, 
the unknown or the divine experience. Set in a deserted, 
low-income public housing block in Singapore, the film 
revolves around 8 characters in 8 apartments, each in the 
midst of an activity that brings them into an encounter with 
a cloud, that alternates between being embodied in a figure, 
and as a vaporous mist. In the moment of encounter, a shift, 
transformation or illumination occurs that, as the medieval 
text counsels, is effected in a direct experience of the senses, 
instead of being understood with the mind.



Ho Tzu Nyen, The Cloud of Unknowing, 2011, HD video, 28 min



kaRTIk sOOd (b. 1986, India) 
-
Alone Among Many 
2016

Kartik Sood’s imagery could well be scenes from a dream. 
Ranging in format from photos to sculpture, video 
installations alongside renditions on paper and paintings, 
Sood’s works become objects of closer introspection with 
every perceptible glance–almost like a recollection. Favoring 
hybrid processes of appropriation and manipulation, found 
objects and archived photographs, he explores the tension 
between the handmade and mechanical, the visible and 
concealed, the material and conceptual. His multiple 
protagonists, testimonies of personal reverences, become 
enlivened and illuminated through the technological 
‘heart strings’ forming quiet images of contemplation; but 
ascendingly revealing an enigmatic, disquieting nature. 
Extracted from their original context and time, Sood’s 
creations are fragment of lost narratives; elements of 
incomplete text carefully recomposed to suggest new 
meanings. 

Alone Among Many consists of two video performances, a 
mixed media painting, and two sculptures within a metal 
structure exploring the character’s experience of loneliness in 
an urban environment. The ironic loneliness in the crowded 
structures of the city and the subsequent search for solace 
within it–an act of illusion in itself–forms the prelude to his 
inquiry.

Kartik Sood, Alone Among Many, 2016, Two videos on iPads, mixed media painting, 
iron, clay, hardboard, Video each 22 min looped



Kartik Sood, Alone Among Many, 2016, Two videos on iPads, mixed media painting, 
iron, clay, hardboard, Video each 22 min looped



maya WaTaNabE (b.1983, Peru) 
-
El Contorno, (Contour)
2011

Maya Watanabe’s practice explores the complexity of identity. 
She perceives this complexity as temporary configurations of 
fleeting relationships, revealing the multiple identities that 
can coexist in a single individual. Watanabe questions the 
notion of collectivity as oppositional to the presumed unity of 
identity, and highlights the boundaries between these two as 
divisions in constant flux. Strategically using space as a form 
of narrative, her plot is built spatially instead of temporally or 
linearly. Her videos and installations beautifully interweave a 
stream of words, silence, and alterity, seeking to redefine or 
restructure this central question of identity. 

In El Contorno, (Contour) a place lacking any distinguishing 
spatial characteristics, questions about the performance 
of a body in space arise: How much space does a body 
occupy? Do spatial coordinates shape our movements and 
displacements? A tripartite choreography among the actors 
eradicates notions of inside and outside, the interior and 
the exterior of the scene. Here speech isn’t located but 
interspersed among the narrators. They manage their poetic 
expressions and their actions as a dismembered unit. What 
is located in the verbal language is transferred to the visual 
field. As the artist says, “To see makes us subjects of the 
video. To be [the] subject of a video is to see with the images 
of others, to whom they don’t belong either.”



Maya Watanabe, El Contorno (Contour 2011), Three-channel video (projected as 
single-channel), 4:11 min



RaChEl ROsE (b.1986, United States) 
-
Sitting, Feeding, Sleeping
2013

Rachel Rose investigates subjects ranging from the 
American Revolutionary War and 19th century park design, 
to Philip Johnson’s Glass House, EDM concerts, and the 
sensory experience of walking in outer space. Through the 
juxtaposition of seemingly unrelated events, Rose’s work 
presents humanity’s shared anxieties and their multi-layered 
interconnectivity around our own mortality today.  

Sitting, Feeding, Sleeping takes us on a very particular 
journey through contemporary constructions created 
around different life forms, from medical breakthroughs in a 
cryogenics lab to basic scientific facts in a robotics perception 
lab, to animal care within zoos across the US. The artist 
uses these three spaces as prosthetics for understanding 
deathfullness—being alive, feeling dead. In the cryogenics lab, 
the bodies are pumped with nitrogen, with blood circulating 
they’re deemed only half-dead. In the robotics lab, machines 
are designed to register human happiness, and in the zoos, 
animals live extended lives emptied of sexual, social, and 
survival cues. The animal, the human, and the machine are all 
caught in a state between being alive and not being alive. In 
the installation, a light pink carpet, dyed to match the artists 
pantone skin color, functions as an ‘island,’ demarcating the 
space in which the viewer experiences a flattening timeline 
of footage, thereby implicating them in the contingency of its 
subjects and the artist herself.



Rachel Rose, Sitting, Feeding, Sleeping, 2013, HD video installation, 9:49 min looped



sahEj Rahal (b. 1988, India) 
-
Keeper 
2015
-
Katabasis 
2011 

 

Sahej Rahal makes installations, films and performances 
conceived around an elaborate personal mythology, drawing 
characters from a range of culturally diverse sources - from 
local legends to science fiction. His body of work is a growing 
narrative enunciated by mythical beings which the artist 
hybridizes and initiates in dialogue with the present. Within 
this narrative, these beings perform absurd acts in derelict 
corners of the city, emerging into the everyday as if they 
slipped in from the cracks of our civilization. They transform 
these spaces into liminal sites of ritual, challenging ways in 
which we experience time and space. The temporal acts and 
their residue become primary motifs of his practice. 

Keeper was shot in Shodoshima Japan, at the foothold of 
the Yoshida Dam, which holds a man made ‘island’ behind 
it. Formed by the ebbing flow of water held by the dam, 
the isolated island had never been set foot on. Through 
the course of the performance the ‘Keeper’ played by 
Yuichiro Takarada (a municipal officer from Shodoshima), 
along with other performers visit or ‘breach’ the otherwise 
untouched island. Shot inside the old art deco-style Opera 
House in Mumbai, Katabasis features a burly shamanic 
being occupying the only working elevator, and physically 
impeding the movement of other residents, as they attempt 
to move in and out of the building. Borrowing from the myth 
of the Hero’s descent or downfall, Rahal refers not only to 
the physical displacement of this disembodied being in an 
unfamiliar space, but also plays with tropes of masculinity,  
playing with the fragility of this perceived disguise.



Sahej Rahal, Katabasis, 2011, Performance documentation photographSahej Rahal, Keeper, 2015, Performance documentation photograph



sTEFFaNI jEmIsON (b.1981, USA) 
-
Escaped Lunatic 
2010-2011

 

Steffani Jemison is an interdisciplinary artist whose work 
considers issues that arise when conceptual practices are 
inflected by black history and vernacular culture. Her practice 
uses rigorous formal methods to explore her interests in the 
politics of serial form, the limits of narrative description, and 
the tension between improvisation, and repetition.

In Escaped Lunatic, a steady stream of figures run across the 
screen, sprinting, jumping, and rolling through the streets 
of Houston. The work is part of a trilogy that borrows its 
narrative structure from early-20th-century cinema. The artist 
employs the chase genre, which has often depicted African 
Americans in scenes of flight from various forms of authority. 
Jemison, who shot the video with a Houston-based parkour 
team while she was living in that city, links this narrative 
structure to a contemporary scene, boldly connecting the 
unjust conditions of urban life and representation of the black 
community across time. As the figures move quickly across 
the screen, they not only appear as doppelgangers of each 
other, but together become symbols of fugitivity—figures of 
escape that historically mark black life.



Steffani Jemison, Escaped Lunatic, 2010-11, HD video, color, sound, 8:57 min looped



TEjal shah (b.1979, India) 
-
Between the Waves, Channel II - Landfill Dance
2012
-
Between the Waves, Channel IV – Moon Burning, 2012
HD video
26:20 min. looped
-
Between the Waves Collages – Inner, 2012 
Mixed Media Collage, digital print on Archival Paper 

 

Tejal Shah incorporates everything and anything, including 
video, photography, performance, food, drawing, sound, 
installation, and modes of sustainable living. Que(e)rying 
everything, they* creates alter-curious worlds riddled with 
fact, fiction, poetry and mythology that compel us to engage 
with layered propositions on the relationships between 
interspecies, ecology, gender, post-porn, sexuality and 
consciousness. Having recently come out as an ecosexual, 
they think of themselves as ‘some kind of artist working on 
some kind of nature’. 

Between the Waves is a 5-channel video installation first 
presented at dOCUMENTA (13), and is presented here as two 
channels and a collage from the larger installation. For this 
project, Shah creates sensual, poetic, heterotopic landscapes 
within which they place subjects that inhabit personal/
political metaphors – embodiments of the queer, eco-sexual, 
inter-special, technological, spiritual and scientific.

Channel II - Landfill Dance functions as an epilogue in the 
installation. Set in the future of the long past, it imagines a 
possible scope of what remains. The landfill is one kind of 
an archeological site of the future, they are an accumulation 
of our refuse that are sometimes transformed by structures 
built on top of them. By contrast, Channel IV – Moon 
Burning explores a more durational encounter, a symbolic 
disintegration of a celestial presence. Between the Waves – 
Inner splits our worldview into two - sky/earth, overground/
underground, outer/inner.  The shapes and forms in this 
duality seem to mirror each other, echoing the Vedic or 
Hermetic adage, “As above, so below.” This understanding 
of the micro and the macro has important significance in 
reading the artist’s work. The megapolis of Bombay, a large 
part of which is sitting on reclaimed land, filled with debris 
and garbage, has been the artist’s domicile for about 15 
years.
 

* The artist avoids using personal pronouns as an experiment and 
expression of retirement from gender conformity.



Tejal Shah, Between the Waves, Channel II - Landfill Dance, 2012, HD video projection, 
5:30 min



PublIC PROGRams aT khOj: 
-
himali singh soin: Radar Level

Himali Singh Soin is an artist and writer whose work is inspired 
by poetry and planetariness. Her performances reflect on deep 
outer space as a place of inferences, entanglements, accelerat-
ing voids, debris, delays, irrational law, alienation and infinite 
mystery. She sees her work as an exploration of alien distances 
and earthly intimacy, exploring nativism, nationality, love across 
borders and cultural flight. Radar Level begins from the very 
beginning: in the place where the first dinosaur egg was found 
in Mongolia. The video footage, shot on location, provides a 
background to a live performance that collectively investigates 
the theories of consciousness before the human, the origin of 
thought (the paradox of the dinosaur’s fossil proving life before 
the human but the human must think this fossil into being in 
order to give it life), the access to the imagination of
dinosaurs through technology and a culture fixated on the 
fantastical apocalypse.

Performance times:
-
Thursday, 8 December – 20:00
Saturday, 10 December – 17:00
Saturday, 17 December  - 17:00
Wednesday, 11 January – 17:00

sahej Rahal: Contingent Farewell, Act 2

Mumbai-based artist Sahej Rahal’s body of work is a growing 
narrative that draws upon mythical beings from different 
cultures, and brings them into a dialogue with the present. 
Within this narrative, these beings perform absurd acts in 
derelict corners of the city, transforming them into liminal 
sites of ritual. The temporal act and its residue become 
primary motifs in his practice. On the occasion of his 
participation in Frozen World of the Familiar Stranger, Rahal 
delivers a performance titled Contingent Farewell where a 
being from an absent civilization leaves behind fragments 
and residues within our own. Act 1 of this absurd narrative 
unfolded in San Francisco, as the first part of a ritual of 
displacement stretching time and space to bind the two 
exhibition sites (KADIST and KHOJ) together, through 
affective experience rather than its own materiality. Act 2 is 
a continuation of the exploration begun at KADIST earlier in 
the year. 

Performance times:
-
Saturday, 10 December – 17:00
-
Details of the Public programming are subject to change

The exhibition was first presented at Kadist Art Foundation, San 
Francisco, in an interpretation featuring additional works by Adrian 
Villar Rojas, Andrea Bowers, Chris Johanson and Rodney McMillian. 
Public Programming during the exhibition included performances by 
Himali Singh Soin & Lili Weckler, a performance by Sahej Rahal, and 
an artist talk and presentation by Ho Tzu Nyen.



khoj International artists’ association is a not-for-profit, 
contemporary art organisation based in New Delhi, which 
provides physical, intellectual and financial support for artists 
and creative practitioners. Through a variety of programmes 
including workshops, residencies, exhibitions, talks, and 
socially engaged projects, Khoj has built an international 
reputation as an outstanding alternative arts incubation 
space.
Since its inception in 1997, Khoj has developed itself as 
a unique art lab, and has supported the experimentation 
of many leading Indian and International artists. It 
plays a central role in the advancement of alternative, 
interdisciplinary, and critical contemporary art practice in 
India– constantly challenging the established thinking about 
art and art-making. By bringing together a diverse range of 
artists and art practices, Khoj aims to facilitate change and 
awareness of vital global issues and concerns through active 
and engaged audience participation.

kadIsT Category defying from its inception, KADIST is 
a non-profit organization originating from its spaces in 
Paris and San Francisco, and extending to a wide-reaching 
network of artists, curators, and advisors who are invested 
in a panoramic view of contemporary art, urgent global 
issues, and progressive social values. Complimented by a 
growing permanent collection of over 1,200 artworks from 
around the world, KADIST places artists at its center and 
provides a platform for critical cultural dialogue by producing 
exhibitions, public events, residencies, commissions, curatorial 
opportunities, educational initiatives, and online programs. 
Through a constellation of partners internationally, KADIST 
stretches beyond physical boundaries towards a multi-
centered and multi-lingual institution for the 21st century.

khOj Team
-
Program & Curatorial
Pooja Sood, Director
Sitara Chowfla
Mario D’Souza
Radha Mahendru
Sukaina Husain (Khoj Fellow 2016)
-
media & Production
Suresh Pandey
-
Finance & administration
VP Manoj
Adil Akhtar
Manohar Bhengra
Arun Chhetri
-
Graphic design: Sanket Jadia
khoj Production Team: Bhola, Shekhawat and Kishan

kadIsT: Vincent Worms, Heidi Rabben, Devon Bella, Pete 
Belkin, Arash Fayez, Marie Martraire, Alex Matson, Scott 
Matson, and Emilie Villez

special thanks to:
Devi Art Foundation, New Delhi
Project 88, Mumbai
Chatterjee & Lal, Mumbai
Latitude 28, New Delhi
Farideh Lashai Foundation
Leila Heller Gallery, New York
Cao Fei Studio
Rachel Rose Studio
Pilar Corrias Gallery, London



Once, the universe turned upside down. A woman laughed, she
roared her laughter rumbled, cracked and burst open, jumped
outside itself, and broke into the earth. The wind spun, bent.
So strong it turned the whole earth upside down inside in. 

Tomorrow, the witches say the laughter will settle down
and things will be the way they always were, in the 

way they longed to be, again. We will eat soup
with the convex turn of our spoons, walk on 

the memory parts of our brains, stargaze 
with our feet, eat breakfast at midnight

and read the beginning last. We will 
listen with ears to the mouthpiece

and claim the other before they 
are ours. We’ll work after we

play, live after we die. We 
will collect time, let it go 

and do for others with
no desire for return. 
So the witches say

things will make 
sense again
and come 

to rest 
and come,

sense again 
things will make

so the witches say
no. Desire for return 

and do for others with 
will. Collect time, let it. Go
play, live after. We die. We 

are ours. We’ll work after we,
and claim the other before they 

listen, with ears to the mouthpiece 
and read the beginning last. We will

with our feet. Eat breakfast at midnight. 
The memory parts of our brains stargaze

with the convex turn of our spoons, walk on. 
Way they longed to be, -again. We will eat soup 

and things will be the way they always were in the
tomorrow. The witches say the laughter will settle down 

so strong. It turned the whole earth upside down inside in 
outside itself, and broke into the earth. The wind spun, bent,

roared, her laughter rumbled, cracked and burst open, jumped
once. The universe turned upside down. A woman laughed, she. RIGhT sIdE uP, Himali Singh Soin, 2012




